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The site was selected based on Duluth’s rich history in industry and production as well as the difficult time this region has faced. The site itself has shown the wear of 
time and the access to both land and water are key characteristics. The public will play a crucial role in the production of materials as well as the area lending its hand 
in a new industry.



The City of Duluth is one of the most substantial ports on Lake Superior lending itself to import and export materials. The city will be an inlet for recyclables whether 
it is large materials or small product waste. With this inflow of raw materials many jobs will be created from the shipping- all the way to the production of new building 
materials and products. 



Left with shells of industry, where steel was produced, where concrete was formed, where cars took shape, now stand empty. 
That era has passed and the future of these iconic remnants are dependent on the perspective of what they represent. Is 

it important to keep the factories around? Whether or not they need to represent a point in history or become something 
entirely different it is clear that they have four futures: 

stagnation, repair, demolish, recycle.
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Duluth Recycling and Production Factory



South-West Elevation

South-East Elevation

North-East Elevation

North-West Elevation

Public Factory Import Production Distribution



Metal mesh panels

Crane supporting steel structure

Operator Cube





A new era using the remnants of yesterday to re-animate the products and components required for the future. A building which instills wonder 
and interest in the ability to create and transform waste into useable products for both buildings and people.


